
KEY POINTS FOR DECISION-MAKING

 To make 100% renewable 
reliable electricity more affordable, 
include currently available long-
duration storage technology. Long-
duration storage would reduce costs of 
reliable solar and/or wind systems with or 
without battery storage. 

 Long-duration storage plays unique 
roles, such as seasonal and multi-year 
storage, that increase the affordability 
of electricity from variable renewable 
energy. Long-duration storage meets 
demand during summertime lulls in wind 
power, and fills in for interannual varia-
tions in wind and solar power. Reliable 
systems that plan for more years increas-
ingly depend on long-duration storage.

 Variable renewable electricity 
costs are more sensitive to reductions 
in long-duration storage costs than 
they are to reductions in battery costs. 
Technology innovations and future cost 
improvements in long-duration storage 
could further reduce the cost of renew-
able, reliable electricity.
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Reduce the cost of reliable 
renewable electricity with  
long-duration energy storage

Several U.S. states mandate zero-carbon electricity systems 
based primarily on renewable technologies such as wind 
and solar power. Reliable and affordable electricity systems 
based on these variable resources may depend on the ability 
to store large quantities of low-cost energy over long time-
scales. Multi-decadal datasets reveal the role and value of 
long-duration (10 hours or greater) energy storage, and inform 
policy and technology investment decisions.

The inclusion of long-duration storage lowers costs of 
renewable electricity systems over a range of modeled 
technologies. These system benefits remain robust across 
multiple decades of historical wind and solar weather data, for 
different electricity systems (solar only, wind only, wind and 
solar), with and without battery storage, in the U.S. and three 
of its regional power grids.

A 10% reduction in long-duration storage costs would 
reduce electricity system costs twice as much as would a 10% 
reduction in battery costs. As a complement to long-duration 
storage, Li-ion battery storage may be used for less than 10 
hours, such as overnight. Costs of charging and discharging, 
rather than costs of storage facilities, dominate long-duration 
storage costs. One long-duration energy storage example, 
power-to-gas-to-power technology with renewable hydrogen 
gas, would benefit greatly from continued innovations in fuel 
cells, electrolyzers, and other conversion devices.
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Hydrogen energy stored 
underground can reduce 
system costs despite low 
efficiency
To build least-cost electricity systems, it’s key to 
understand the value of capital cost reductions relative to 
round-trip efficiency improvements in systems with 
abundant curtailed power. In contrast to battery storage 
systems, power-to-hydrogen-to-power (P-H2-P) storage 
systems provide opportunities to separately optimize the 
costs and efficiency of the system’s charging, storage, and 
discharging components.

We used a macro-energy model to evaluate the sensitivity 
of system costs to techno-economic characteristics of P-
H2-P systems in stylized wind-solar-battery electricity 
systems with restricted natural gas generation. Assuming 
current costs and current round-trip P-H2-P efficiencies, 
the least-cost wind and solar electricity systems have large 
amounts of excess renewable generation capacity. These 
systems included P-H2-P in the least-cost solution, despite 
its low round-trip efficiency and relatively high P-H2-P 
power discharge costs. These electricity system costs are 
not highly sensitive to the efficient use of otherwise-
curtailed power, but are sensitive to the capital cost of the 
P-H2-P power discharge component. If the capital costs of 
the charging and discharging components were decreased 
relative to generation costs, curtailment would decrease, 
and electricity system costs would become increasingly 
sensitive to improvements in the P-H2-P round-trip 
efficiency.

These results suggest that capital cost reductions, 
especially in the discharge component such as in fuel 
cells, should be a key priority for innovation in P-H2-P 
systems for applications in electricity systems dominated 
by wind and solar generation.
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Curtailed wind and solar power
may provide opportunities for
low-efficiency electrolysis

Underground gas storage facilities 
may be repurposed for hydrogen

KEY POINTS FOR DECISION-MAKING

Ø Curtailed power may provide 
opportunities for low-efficiency 
hydrogen storage systems. In 
electricity systems that feature 
abundant zero-cost electricity, such 
as when wind and solar generation 
exceed mean demand, costs related 
to hydrogen storage are not highly 
sensitive to an efficient use of 
otherwise-curtailed power, but they 
are sensitive to capital cost 
reductions. 

Ø Underground hydrogen storage 
may provide value in deeply 
decarbonized (>85%) systems. 
Underground hydrogen storage 
($2/kWh) can reduce electricity costs 
in wind and solar systems with 
natural gas dispatch limited to 15%.

Ø Existing underground gas storage 
facilities may provide ample 
hydrogen energy storage at 
national scale. If about half the U.S. 
underground storage capacity for 
natural gas were repurposed for pure 
hydrogen, that half (175 of 327 TWh 
available) could provide national-
scale seasonal energy storage in a 
100% reliable wind-solar-hydrogen 
electricity system.
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Summary
Our results suggest that hydrogen storage systems can 
decrease the costs of reliable wind and solar electricity 
systems, despite very low round-trip efficiencies. Reducing 
capital costs of hydrogen energy storage and conversion 
would reduce wind- and solar-based electricity-system costs 
more than would round-trip efficiency improvements. We find 
that ample U.S. hydrogen storage capacity could be obtained 
by repurposing depleted natural gas reservoirs currently used 
for seasonal storage. We conclude that capital cost reductions 
can allow hydrogen storage systems to cost-effectively 
complement electricity systems reliant on wind power and 
solar power.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

This brief is based on the paper 
“Opportunities and constraints of 
hydrogen energy storage systems” 
published in Environmental Research: 
Energy (2024).

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Visit the Climate Energy Lab Website at
ClimateEnergyLab.org

Long-duration storage would offer multiple cost advantag-
es for electricity systems that depend on wind and/or solar 
generation technologies. Long-duration storage avoids over-
building generation, reduces reliance on short-term battery 
storage, and provides an expanded suite of low-cost options 
to deploy systems with a range of generation asset mixes. 
Indeed, long-duration storage would facilitate an affordable 
transition to meet wind and solar mandates beyond 80%, and 
open a path to 100% carbon-free electricity.

This brief is based on the paper “Role of long-duration 
energy storage in variable renewable electricity sys-
tems” published in Joule (2020).
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Electrolysis frees hydrogen for 
long-duration energy storage
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Renewable electricity system cost relative to storage and 
generation technology. Regardless of the wind/solar mix, 
introduction of long-duration storage, LDS, may reduce total 
system costs relative to a battery only system. Adding LDS 
to the solar/battery system through power-to-gas-to-power 
technology decreases the system cost by 32%.
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Underground gas storage facility 
may be repurposed for hydrogen

Greater opportunity for P-H2-P capital cost improvements 
than efficiency improvements in reducing system costs. 
Percentages show the wind and solar system cost reduction 
(value of innovation) from current commercially available 
hydrogen conversion and storage technologies to theoretical 
zero capital cost technologies or theoretical 100% efficient 
technologies.

Curtailed power
may provide 
opportunities for
low-efficiency 
electrolysis for 
seasonal storage

Underground hydrogen storage may provide value in 
least-cost wind- and solar- based systems in cases with 
deep (>85%) emission reductions. Salt cavern storage 
($2/kWh) competes with natural gas at >85% decarbonization. 
For comparison, hydrogen storage in tanks ($15/kWh) is cost-
effective in only >95% carbon-free systems.
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